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Serial Peripheral Interface

Перифериjски сериjски интерфеjс

To je jeдноставан сериjски point-to-point интерфеjс заснован на
master-slave принципу. Он омогућава full-duplex комуникациjу
између мастера (наjчешће микроконтролер) и jедног или више
периферног уређаjа (slaves).

Интерфеjс чине четири singleended линиjе:

MOSI – Master Out, Slave In. Ову линиjу користи мастер
за предаjу података ка слеjву.

MISO – Master In, Slave Out. Овом линиjом слеjв шаље
податке мастеру.

SCK – System Clock. Мастер шаље слеjву сигнал такта
SS – Slave Select. Овом линиjом мастер селектуjе

слеjв.
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Figure 3.6: SPI interface.

3.3 IIC (I2C)
The Inter-IC bus (IIC) is a synchronous bus that operates on a master-slave principle. It uses two
single-ended wires SCL (Serial Clock Line) and SDA (Serial Data Line) for half-duplex communi-
cation. The protocol has been developed by Philips [Phi00] and is widely used for (short distance)
communication between one or more controllers and peripheral devices.

The protocol specification distinguishes three speed modes: The standard mode encompasses
transmission speeds up to 100 kbit/s, the fast mode extends this range to 400 kbit/s, and the high-
speed mode increases the transmission rate to 3.4 Mbit/s. Due to the protocol’s properties, fast and
high-speed devices can be mixed with devices of lower speed.

The protocol includes bus arbitration mechanisms and thus allows the co-existence of several
masters. The role of master normally falls to the microcontroller, with all peripheral devices as
simple slaves. In a system with several microcontrollers, you may choose for each controller whether
it should be a master or a slave. The only condition is that there must be at least one master in the
system.

One of the main advantages of the IIC bus is its easy extensibility. New devices can be added to
the bus by just connecting them, see Figure 3.7. There is no specific limit on the number of devices

интерни померачки регистар
на сваки импулс такта msb мастера преко MOSI долази у
регистар слеjва као lsb
↑ на сваки импулс такта msb слеjва преко MISO долази у
регистар мастера као lsb
после 8 циклуса, мастер и слеjв су разменили поруке
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3.3 IIC (I2C)
The Inter-IC bus (IIC) is a synchronous bus that operates on a master-slave principle. It uses two
single-ended wires SCL (Serial Clock Line) and SDA (Serial Data Line) for half-duplex communi-
cation. The protocol has been developed by Philips [Phi00] and is widely used for (short distance)
communication between one or more controllers and peripheral devices.

The protocol specification distinguishes three speed modes: The standard mode encompasses
transmission speeds up to 100 kbit/s, the fast mode extends this range to 400 kbit/s, and the high-
speed mode increases the transmission rate to 3.4 Mbit/s. Due to the protocol’s properties, fast and
high-speed devices can be mixed with devices of lower speed.

The protocol includes bus arbitration mechanisms and thus allows the co-existence of several
masters. The role of master normally falls to the microcontroller, with all peripheral devices as
simple slaves. In a system with several microcontrollers, you may choose for each controller whether
it should be a master or a slave. The only condition is that there must be at least one master in the
system.

One of the main advantages of the IIC bus is its easy extensibility. New devices can be added to
the bus by just connecting them, see Figure 3.7. There is no specific limit on the number of devices

Мастер мора екпслицитно селектовати слеjв постављаjући SS на
“low”. Могуће jе поставити два слеjва на SPI ако jедан директно
реагуjе на SS , а други прво негира линиjу. Уколико мастер може
да користи више I/O пинова, броj слеjвова се може повећати на
2n употребом спољашњег декодера.
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I2C

протокол jе развио Philips 1

синхрона комуникациjа
master – slave принцип
користи се за комуникациjу на кратким растоjањима
може да фукционише у пет различитих модова:

standard mode – 100 kbit/s
fast mode – 400 kbit/s
Fast mode Plus – 1 Мbit/s
highspeed mode – 3.4 Mbit/s
Ultra Fast-mode – 5 Mbit/s (али jе jедносмеран)

модови су компатибилни (осим последњег)
дозвољено jе постоjање више мастера, а минимум jе jедан

1NXP Semiconductors . UM10204 I2C-bus specification and user manual.
User Manual, 5, October 2012
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84 CHAPTER 3. COMMUNICATION INTERFACES

connected to the bus as long as the maximum bus capacitance of 400 pF is not exceeded.

I/O

SDA

SCL

MCU RTC AD/DA LCD

VDD

Figure 3.7: Basic configuration of the IIC bus.

The IIC bus supports both 7-bit and 10-bit addresses. In 7-bit addressing all devices on the bus
are identified by a 7-bit address, part of which (e.g. the highest 4 bit) are hard-coded by the manu-
facturer. The remaining bits can be programmed by the board designer. The addresses (0000XXX)2
and (1111XXX)2 are reserved, leaving 112 potential device addresses. To increase the number of
addressable devices, the protocol was later extended to 10-bit addresses. Care was taken, however, to
remain compatible to the original 7-bit addressing mode, so 7-bit address devices can still be used in
the new addressing scheme. In this section, we will focus on the 7-bit addressing scheme. Details to
10-bit addressing can be found in the specification [Phi00].

We have not explicitly mentioned it until now, but it is obvious that the peripheral devices must
already include an IIC (slave) interface to make the “plug-and-play” feature of Figure 3.7 possible.
Manufacturers who wish to equip their devices with an IIC bus interface need to obtain a licence from
Philips and can then incorporate the protocol into their devices. Likewise, microcontrollers sometimes
already have an integrated IIC module that implements the protocol8. As do other interface modules,
it provides the programmer with high-level access functions. It also allows the programmer to select
between master and slave mode and to define the communication parameters like transmission speed
or receiver address.

3.3.1 Data Transmission
The IIC is a single-ended bus, voltage levels are defined with respect to a common ground. The
low level input voltage is in the range of -0.5 to 0.3VDD Volt, the high level input voltage is within
0.7VDD to VDD+0.5 V. A low level on the data line corresponds to a logical 0, a high level corresponds
to logical 1.

Since the wires are connected to external pull-up resistors (in the range of about 1-10 kΩ), the
high level is never driven. Instead, the sender simply tri-states its output and lets the wire be pulled
up externally. Note that the protocol depends on this behavior, so if you want to program the protocol
manually (a procedure also called bit-banging), you must not drive the high level. If you have to
output a logical 1, set the controller pin to input instead. The low level is driven as usual, so just write
0 to the output pin.

8Note that Atmel calls its IIC module Two-wire Interface (TWI).

jедноставно додавање нових уређаjа на магистралу
подржава 7-битно и 10-битно адресирање
наjвиши битови (3 или 4) су хардверски резервисани
(произвођач)
адресе (0000XXX )2 и (1111XXX )2 су резервисане
преостаjе 112 могућих адреса за слеjвове
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Data Transmission

Пренос података

single-ended магистрала, напонски нивои су дефнисани у
односу на масу:
low level je у опсегу [−0, 5 0, 3 · VDD ]V
high level je у опсегу [0, 7VDD VDD + 0, 5]V
позитивна логика

Пошто су жице повезане преко спољашних pull-up отпорника,
high level се никада не успоставља. Ова асимтеричност између
low level и high level узрокуjе то да линиjа има доминатно и
рецесивно стање (dominant and recessive state). Уколико уређаj
да на излазу 0 и линиjа прелази у „ниско“ стање, оно остаjе ниско
чак и ако jедан или више уређаjа да на излазу „1“.Пошто „0“ увек
побеђуjе, ова особина се зове и жичано И коло (wired-AND). Ова
особина се користи у сврхе арбитрациjе.
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This asymmetry between high and low level results in the line having a dominant and a recessive
state: If a device outputs 0 and thus drives the line low, it remains low even if one or more devices
output 1 (i.e., tri-state their output). Hence, a 0 always wins over a 1 (low is dominant, high is
recessive). This behavior is often called wired-AND (because all senders have to output 1 for the line
to be 1) and sometimes wired-NOR (probably because from the point of view of an open-collector
output, if one device turns on its output transistor, then the bus goes low). As we will see later, the
protocol exploits this property for speed control and bus arbitration.

The general layout of an IIC packet is depicted in Figure 3.8.

S ... A
0

A
6

R/
W

D
7 ... ...D
0

A
CK

A
CK D
7

D
0

A
CK P/
Sr

Figure 3.8: An IIC frame.

In their idle states, both SCL and SDA are high. The transmission is initiated by the master, who
puts out a clock signal on SCL and generates a start condition (S) on SDA. Then, the master puts the
address on the bus and states whether this is a read access (that is, the addressed device should transfer
data) or a write access (the master transfers data to the device). After the R/W bit, the slave sends an
acknowledge to indicate that it has recognized its address. Depending on the data direction, either the
master or the slave can now transmit an arbitrary number of data bytes. Each byte is acknowledged
by the receiver (with the exception of the last byte if the master is the receiver). At the end of the
transmission, the master either generates a STOP condition (P) to indicate that the bus is now free, or
it can keep the bus by sending a repeated START condition (Sr), which ends the current transmission
and at the same time starts a new one.

Start and Repeated Start

The START condition (S) is shown in Figure 3.9. It is characterized by a falling edge on the SDA
line during a high level of the SCL line. Note that only the START and STOP conditions change the
level of SDA during a high state of SCL. All normal data transmission including acknowledgements
change the level during the low state of SCL.

S
START condition

SDA

SCL

Figure 3.9: START condition (S).

Неактивно стање jе високо
Предаjу иницира мастер, стављањем сигнала такта на SCL
и услова старта (Ѕ) на SDA линиjу.
Мастер ставља адресу на магистралу и врсту приступа
R/W .
Након R/W бита slave шаље потврду да jе препознао
адресу.
Шаљу се подаци, са потврдом након сваког баjта.
На краjу преноса, мастер генерише STOP (P) и магистрала
jе слободна.
или понавља START (Sr), завршава се текући пренос и
почиње нови.
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СТАРТ и Поновљени СТАРТ
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In their idle states, both SCL and SDA are high. The transmission is initiated by the master, who
puts out a clock signal on SCL and generates a start condition (S) on SDA. Then, the master puts the
address on the bus and states whether this is a read access (that is, the addressed device should transfer
data) or a write access (the master transfers data to the device). After the R/W bit, the slave sends an
acknowledge to indicate that it has recognized its address. Depending on the data direction, either the
master or the slave can now transmit an arbitrary number of data bytes. Each byte is acknowledged
by the receiver (with the exception of the last byte if the master is the receiver). At the end of the
transmission, the master either generates a STOP condition (P) to indicate that the bus is now free, or
it can keep the bus by sending a repeated START condition (Sr), which ends the current transmission
and at the same time starts a new one.

Start and Repeated Start

The START condition (S) is shown in Figure 3.9. It is characterized by a falling edge on the SDA
line during a high level of the SCL line. Note that only the START and STOP conditions change the
level of SDA during a high state of SCL. All normal data transmission including acknowledgements
change the level during the low state of SCL.

S
START condition

SDA

SCL

Figure 3.9: START condition (S).Напомена
Само START и STOP мењаjу ниво на SDA док jе SCL на “high”.
Нормалан ток података, укључуjући и потврду – ACK, мења ниво
када jе стање на SCL “low”.

Поновљени старт (Repeated Start) jе исти као и обичан.
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Адресе и управљање смером

Адресе
Код 7-битних а дреса прво се шаље msb. SDA ниво се мења када
jе SCL на ниском нивоу, а чита се када jе SCL на високом нивоу.

Управљање смером – Direction Control
После 7 адресних битова, мастер завршава баjт слањем (R/W)
бита коjи означава смер следеће трансмисиjе. Ако jе R/W висок,
мастер жели да чита податке, а ако jе R/W низак мастер жели
да шаље податке. Сваку трансмисиjу на магистрали започиње
мастер, слањем адресе слеjва, ако jе R/W висок, слеjв шаље
потврду и мења се смер – слеjв почиње са слањем података.
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Acknowledgement

После сваких 8 битова приjемник шаље потврду – (ACK ) да jе
примио податке. Потврда се шаље постављањем SDA на “low”.
Jедини изузетак jе последња потврда када jе мастер приjемник:
тада мастер не потврђуjе последњи баjт и SDA остаjе “high”, што
сигнализира слеjву коjи предаjе податке да jе пренос завршен.
Слеjв ослобађа линиjу и чека поновљени старт или стоп.

Data
Битови података се шаљу као и остали битови, и сваки баjт се
мора потврдити од стране приjемника. Прво се шаље msb бит.
Не постоjи ограничење броjа битова података у jедном фреjму
предаjе.
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STOP
Сигнал STOP (P) jе супротан услову START, сада се SDA
поставља са “low” на “high” када jе SCL “high”. Стоп шаље
мастер када жели да ослободи магистралу. Чим jе STOP послат,
магистрала jе неактивна (idle) и може jе захтевати неки други
мастер.3.3. IIC (I2C) 87

SDA

SCL P
STOP condition

Figure 3.10: STOP condition (P).

3.3.2 Speed Control Through Slave
Since there is no way to negotiate the transmission speed between master and slave, the master simply
transmits data with a fixed speed. Of course, the speed is matched to the specifications of the slave
devices, but still it could occur that for example the slave needs some time to process data sent by the
master. Hence, we need a means to tell the master to hold on for a while. The IIC protocol rather
cleverly exploits the dominant/recessive nature of the clock line to provide speed control by the slave.
Let us first define two phases of a clock signal: the low phase is the period during which the clock
signal is low. Similarly, the high phase is the period during which the clock signal is high. To generate
the signal, the master has to start the phase by an appropriate signal edge (rising or falling) and then
wait until it is time to generate the next edge, just like a PWM signal is generated by the timer. Now
to get speed control by the slave, the master does not generate its clock signal blindly, but reads back
SCL and only starts timing the low resp. high phase after it has recognized a falling resp. rising edge
on SCL. As a result, whenever the slave needs more time, it can simply set the clock line low. Since
low is the dominant state, this will prolong the low time of the current clock tick and thus delay the
master until the slave releases SCL. Since the master waits until the rising edge before timing the high
phase, all subsequent clock cycles are just delayed but not affected.

This mechanism entails that IIC devices are pretty flexible as far as bit rate is concerned. Hence,
the three speed modes provide maximum ratings, but the actual transmission speed on the bus can
be arbitrarily low as long as the IIC bus timing constraints (which do not specify the duration of the
clock cycles, but mostly deal with dependencies between the SDA and SCL lines) are met.

If you are implementing this in a bit-banging solution, do not forget that after setting SCL to high
(by setting the pin to input), you must wait for the rising edge on SCL before you can start the timer
that will set SCL to low again.

3.3.3 Multi-Master Mode
For a multi-master system to work, we need some means to control bus access and to synchronize the
multiple clock signals. The IIC bus specification utilizes the wired-AND property of the SDA and
SCL lines to achieve these goals.

Let us look at SCL first: Assume that initially, each master generates its clock signal independently
of the other masters and puts it on SCL. Due to the wired-AND property, the first master to generate
a falling edge will set SCL to low. Since the masters read back the actual value of SCL, as described
in Section 3.3.2, and start timing a low or high phase only after the corresponding edge has been
detected on SCL, the first falling edge on SCL triggers timing of the low phase on all masters. Now
one by one, the masters will finish their low phases and try to set SCL to high. However, as long
as one master still remains low, the SCL line stays low due to the wired-AND property. Hence, the
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Сваки мастер генерише своj сигнал такта.
Како синхронизовати сигнал такта на SCL линиjи?

 11  

Philips Semiconductors  

The I2C-bus specification

Fig.7  Acknowledge on the I2C-bus.
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START
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clock pulse for
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acknowledge
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BY TRANSMITTER
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BY RECEIVER

SCL FROM
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8 ARBITRATION AND CLOCK GENERATION

8.1 Synchronization

All masters generate their own clock on the SCL line to 
transfer messages on the I2C-bus. Data is only valid during 
the HIGH period of the clock. A defined clock is therefore 
needed for the bit-by-bit arbitration procedure to take 
place.

Clock synchronization is performed using the wired-AND 
connection of I2C interfaces to the SCL line. This means 

that a HIGH to LOW transition on the SCL line will cause 
the devices concerned to start counting off their LOW 
period and, once a device clock has gone LOW, it will hold 
the SCL line in that state until the clock HIGH state is 
reached (see Fig.8). However, the LOW to HIGH transition 
of this clock may not change the state of the SCL line if 
another clock is still within its LOW period. The SCL line 
will therefore be held LOW by the device with the longest 
LOW period. Devices with shorter LOW periods enter a 
HIGH wait-state during this time.

Fig.8  Clock synchronization during the arbitration procedure.

CLK
1

CLK
2

SCL

counter
reset

wait
state

start counting
HIGH period

MBC632
Мастер са наjдужим нивоом “low” генерише “low” на SCL.
Мастер са наjкраћим нивоом “high” генерише “high” на SCL.
wired-AND
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Како одредити ком мастеру доделити SDA линиjу?

Користи се wired-AND особина SDA линиjе.
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When all devices concerned have counted off their LOW 
period, the clock line will be released and go HIGH. There 
will then be no difference between the device clocks and 
the state of the SCL line, and all the devices will start 
counting their HIGH periods. The first device to complete 
its HIGH period will again pull the SCL line LOW.

In this way, a synchronized SCL clock is generated with its 
LOW period determined by the device with the longest 
clock LOW period, and its HIGH period determined by the 
one with the shortest clock HIGH period.

8.2 Arbitration

A master may start a transfer only if the bus is free. Two or 
more masters may generate a START condition within the 
minimum hold time (tHD;STA) of the START condition which 
results in a defined START condition to the bus.

Arbitration takes place on the SDA line, while the SCL line 
is at the HIGH level, in such a way that the master which 
transmits a HIGH level, while another master is 
transmitting a LOW level will switch off its DATA output 
stage because the level on the bus doesn’t correspond to 
its own level.

Arbitration can continue for many bits. Its first stage is 
comparison of the address bits (addressing information is 
given in Sections 10 and 14). If the masters are each trying 

to address the same device, arbitration continues with 
comparison of the data-bits if they are master-transmitter, 
or acknowledge-bits if they are master-receiver. Because 
address and data information on the I2C-bus is determined 
by the winning master, no information is lost during the 
arbitration process.

A master that loses the arbitration can generate clock 
pulses until the end of the byte in which it loses the 
arbitration.

As an Hs-mode master has a unique 8-bit master code, it 
will always finish the arbitration during the first byte (see 
Section 13).

If a master also incorporates a slave function and it loses 
arbitration during the addressing stage, it’s possible that 
the winning master is trying to address it. The losing 
master must therefore switch over immediately to its slave 
mode.

Figure 9 shows the arbitration procedure for two masters. 
Of course, more may be involved (depending on how 
many masters are connected to the bus). The moment 
there is a difference between the internal data level of the 
master generating DATA 1 and the actual level on the SDA 
line, its data output is switched off, which means that a 
HIGH output level is then connected to the bus. This will 
not affect the data transfer initiated by the winning master.

Fig.9  Arbitration procedure of two masters.

handbook, full pagewidth
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master 1 loses arbitration
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Када jе магистрала неактивна (idle), било коjи мастер
може послати старт и почети трансмисиjу.
Мастер проверава стање SDA линиjе (да ли jе послати бит
постављен на линиjи).
Низак ниво jе доминантан, мастер коjи уписуjе 1 и чита 0
препознаjе да jе магистрала заузета.
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Домаћи – необавезан – топло се препоручуjе

Направити табелу проучаваних комуникационих протокола и
интерфеjса сортираних по броjу линиjа коjе се користе за
комуникациjу. Линиjу GND не броjати. У додатним коланама
описати: синхрона, асихрона, сериjска, паралелна, full duplex,
half duplex . . .
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